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Abstract
This paper reviews the ongmal contnbutlons m the development of vibrating quartz sensors, loaded with whatever
medium sohd, hqmd or gas The common feature of such a loadmg IS Its ablhty to vibrate synchronously wth
the quartz resonator as a compound resonator The paper Introduces a new concept m vibrating quartz sensors,
where the vIbratIona characterlsttics of such a compound resonator, namely the nominal frequency and vibrational
amplitude, are correlated to the physIca characteristrca of the medmrn vlbratmg synchronously mth the quartz
resonator as a mmpound resonator The energy transfer model IS mtroduccd to explam the nucmwerghmg
capah~hty of quartz rcaonators Further, it 1s proved that mlcrowe~ghIng IS a common feature of all quartz
resonators, whatever the= vibrational mode It IS also proved that other psezaelectnc resonators exhxbxt the same
capablhty Dampmg of quartz-resonator vlbratlons at certain temperatures durmg a temperature sweep IScorrelated
Htlth the deposited film morphology Resonance of the gas wtthm a cavity IS used for the development of tunable
gas sensors Examples are grven for hydrogen and methane detechon wthout using a catalyst An expenment
called ‘Nanobalance’ IS also presented, which was performed m outer space
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Ever since quartz-crystal resonators have been used
for frequency-control apphcatlons in radmcommunication eqmpment, the effect of an added mass on their
resonance frequency has been known However, the
unde~t~dlng
of the mass-lndu~d downwards shft of

the resonance frequency was only of a quahtatlve nature,
and this phenomenon was not carefully investigated
until the late 1950s
The posslbdlty of usmg plezoelectnc quartz resonators
as quantitative mass-measuring devices was first explored by Sauerbrey [l] The decrease of the resonance
frequency of a thickness shear vibrating quartz crystal,
havmg either ATor BTcut, was found to be proportional
to the added mass of the deposlted film
f'
Af= - -M,

N&S

(1)

where f, 1s the fundamental resonance frequency of
the quartz, N is the frequency constant of the speafic
crystal cut (NAT= 1670 kHz mm, NBT=2500 kHz mm),
ps 1s the quartz density and S is the surface area of
the deposited film Introducmg the substltutlon
M

=

q

Np,s
fq

(2)

eqn (1) becomes

T
-=--

Mf

4

(3)

where Mq 1s the mass of the vibrating quartz
Sauerbrey also revealed that the sensltlve area of a
thckness shear vlbratmg quartz resonator IS roughly
restrrcted to the electrode area, havmg its maxnnum
at the centre of the electrode
It was also shown that the shear vlbratlon amplitude
on the quartz resonator surfaces closely follows the
weighing sensltrvlty curve [2, 31
When the film deposlted on the quartz resonator
surface covers the entie senntwe area, eqns (1) and
(3) might be wntten as follows
Af=-

$n,
q

or

Af
f,=-:

(5)

where m,=M,IS and m,=M,lS are the area1 densities
of the deposited film and quartz, respectively. Equation
(5) IS well supported by experunental data [4, 51 up
to a mass load m,lm, of about 2%
In spite of the fact that eqn (4) or (5), known as
the ‘frequency measurement technique’, 1s well supported by the expenmental data for a small added
mass, a sounder Justrficatlon from a theoretlcal point
of view was needed
Within these efforts, a perturbatlon analysis was
applied by Stockbndge [6] It was assumed that the
mass added to an antmode of a vibrating system, such

as the surface of a quartz-crystal resonator vlbratmg
In a thickness shear mode, does not store potential
energy In other words, acoustic waves do not propagate:
m the deposlted film The result of this analysis IS the
followmg equation [7]

(6)
As the mass of the deposlted material becomes
appreciable and forms a uniform layer of finite thickness,
the assumption that acoustic waves do not propagate
m the film becomes less acceptable
In an effort to rectify these dticultles, the quartz-film
combmafion was treated by Miller and Bolef as a
composite acoustic resonator [8] The deposlted film
ISconsidered as an integral part of the vibrating system
Thus, contrary to Stockbndge’s assumption, an acoustic
wave actually propagates mto the film Provlded that
the acoustic losses in the quartz and thm film are small,
the calculations could be restncted to the first two
terms of the senes expansion of the tngonometnc
functions, finally leadmg to eqns (4) or (5)
On the other hand, Behmdt [9] has shown that the
equation derived by Sauerbrey could be modtied, takmg
mto account the frequency fC of the coated quartz
resonator, and proposed the followmg frequency-mass
relatlonshlp

Af=- f$mf
9

or

where AT 1s the change of the vlbratlon penod of the
coated quartz resonator For selected matenals eqn
(8) is accurate up to a mass load of 10% Its use for
mlcrowerghmg IS known as the ‘penod measurement
technique’
On the basis of the composite acoustic resonator
model introduced by Miller and Bolef, a more accurate
equation was derived by Lu and Lewis [lo]
tlU@)=

-

$tan(F)

where fc ISthe compound resonator frequency, f, 1s
the uncoated quartz resonator frequency, ff is the
mechanical frequency of the deposited film of thickness
if, given by
ffC

;

I
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whde pb pqr 2r,and uq stand for the density and shearwave velocity of the deposited film and quartz, respectively Equation (9) can also be written m the
following form [ll]
M= arctan(Z tan TS)
?iZ(l -F)
where Z=z,/z,=p,v,/p,v, 1s the ratio of the acoustic
impedances, M =m,lm, =prlflpsls IS the ratio of the
area1 densltles and F= cf,-f&‘&= - Af& 1s the normahzed frequency shift This equation, largely used m
tlnn-film thickness momtormg apphcatlons, IS known
as the ‘Z-match technique’ It 1s well supported by the
expenmental data up to a mass load of 35% [lo], or
even 70%, as reported by Benes, who developed this
physical model and introduced the ‘auto Z-match technique’ [12)
Begmnlng m 1980 attention was focused not only on
solid deposits on the surface of the shear vlbratmg
quartz-crystal resonators, but also on hquld deposits
Kanash and Bastlaans [13] studied the behavlour of
the quartz resonator m a flow cell sunulatmg a liquid
chromatographlc detector, observing changes m the
resonance frequency of the quartz when different hqmds
passed through the cell Glassford [14] studied the
response factor of a liquid-coated quartz-crystal resonator Kanazawa and Gordon [15,16] treated the case
of a quartz resonator m which one of its faces 1s m
contact with a ylscous liquid of infinite extent The
method used treated the resonance phenomenon as
ansmg from the matching of the shear waves m the
quartz and m the overlayer to specific boundary conditions Their final result was the followmg correlation
between the measured frequency change and the liquid
and quartz characterlstlcs

where f0 is the resonance frequency of the uncoated
quartz, p1 and v, are the density and absolute viscosity
of the liquid deposit, and p and p are the density and
shear modulus of quartz (p-2648 g cm-j and
p=2947xlO” dyne cm-‘)
It 1s very mterestmg to observe that the compound
acoustic resonator model was developed for sohd deposits on the surface of the quartz-crystal resonators
Equation (lo), derrved from this model, gwes excellent
results for sohd films and has been used in thin-film
momtonng devices of the third and fourth generation
dunng the last twenty years However, this model failed
In describing the behavlour of quartz resonators m
contact with liquids It also failed m explaining the
correlation between the senntnnty and vlbratlonal-amphtude dlstnbutlons on the surface of the shear vlbratrng
quartz

In looking for a general physical model, able to
explain more experimental data, a different model was
proposed by Mecca and Bucur [17] This was called
the ‘energy transfer model’ (ETM) The aim of this
paper is to reveal the main features of this model,
emphaslzmg its generahty and the new apphcatlons
derived from It

2. The energy transfer model
The mam idea of the ETM 1s that the quartz-crystal
resonator and the deposited film form a compound
resonator The active part of thus compound resonator
IS represented by the quartz resonator ttsel& while the
deposited Iilm vibrates on account of the energy stored
m the quartz-resonator vibration
When a Urn of foreign matenal is adherently deposited on the quartz-resonator surface, some of the
energy stored m the quartz-resonator vlbratlon 1stransferred to the film This transferred energy 1s shared
between stored and dissipated energy, according to the
elastic and dissipative propertles of the deposlted film
It 1s assumed that the adherently deposited film on
the quartz-resonator surface does not have its own
vibrational frequency, as in Miller and Bolef s theoretical
model, but vibrates synchronously vvlth the quartzresonator surface, with a frequency fC (or angular frequency oC) of the compound resonator There 1s no (1
pnon hypothesis about this new vibrational frequency,
but it dtiers from the frequencyf, (or angular frequency
oq) of the uncoated quartz resonator
2 1 i%e mjimte quartz-crystalresonator
2 11 The mfinrte quartz-crystalresonator coated by
a perfect/y eiashc film
Let us take a cross section of an unloaded thickness
vlbratmg quartz-crystal resonator of thickness 1q As
shown m Fig 1, the x-ZLXIS
1s m the nodal plane of
vibration
We assume that the quartz resonator consists of an
infinite number of elementary mechanical oscillators
Their amplitude ofvibration along they-axis 1sexpressed
bY

A01)=A,,

m(F)

=A0 sm( 7)

(12)

where A,, IS the maximum amphtude of vibration at
the quartz-resonator surface
The element of stored vlbratlonal energy of an mfinitely small mechamcal oscillator of mass dm 1s [18]

E;q = ; M&A,2

(15)

We also assume that the deposited film consists of
an infinite number of elementary mechanical oscillators
vlbratmg urlth the amphtude A, The element of stored
vlbratlonal energy of an infinitely small mechanical
oscillator within the deposited film will be
dE;= ; pfoc2A02 & dy

Fig 1 The oscdlatoxy movement of an unloaded
vlbratlng quartwxystal
resonator

thukness

shear

Integrating throughout the volume of the depostted
film, we get the energy stored by the deposited film
E; = ; Mfw,zAo2

By substltutmg eqns (13), (15) and (16) into eqn
(14) we get
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Fig 2 The compound resonator formed
coated by a perfectly elastx. film

by a quartz resonator

Integratmg throughout the volume of the quartz resonator, the energy stored by the vlbratlon of an infinite
quartz resonator 1s obtamed

(13)

q

(18)

In terms of area1 densities this equation might be
written
G =I+2 !?! =1+2&k
fc
mq
PA

(19)

because M,=m,S and M,=m,S

2 I 2 The mjinlte quartz-crystalresonator coated by
a real film

where Mq 1s the mass of the quartz resonator
When a perfectly elastic film is deposited on the
surface of an infinite quartz resonator, the vibrational
amphtude of every particle wlthm the depostted film
will be ldentxal with that of the uncoated quartz
resonator A,,, as illustrated m Fig 2 There will be no
vlbratlonal energy dissipated by this perfectly elastic
film, so that the following energy balance 1sestablished
E;=E;,+E;

(14)

where Et 1sthe vlbratlonal energy stored by the uncoated
quartz resonator, Eiq 1sthe remammg vibrational energy
stored by the coated quartz resonator, and E”, is the
vlbratlonal enera stored by the perfectly elastic film
In this case, the only vibrational parameter affected
by the deposition of a foreign material ISthe vibrational
frequency The new frequency isfC,or angular frequency
w, Now, the energy stored by the quartz becomes

When the deposited film 1sa real one, the wbratlonal
energy transferred to it IS shared between stored and
dissipated energy according to tts elastic and melastlc
properties
E:=E;+EI’

We admit that both the frequency and vibrational
amplitude will change following the deposltlon of a
real film The energy stored m the quartz-crystal vibration after the deposltlon of such a film will be
(20)

where A,, IS the new vibrational amphtude, as shown
m Fig 3 In the case of a real film deposited on a
quartz-resonator surface, a small slip occurs between
the adjacent elementary layers of the film, which gwes
nse to a frlctlonal force between the adjacent layers

5

The element of the dissipated energy between the
adjacent layers of the deposited film IS

ty

AlIt)
film
k

(25)

quartz

I

The whole vlbratlonal energy dissipated by a film of
thickness &, deposited on a quartz resonator surface,

I-

Fig 3 The compound
coated by a real f&n

resonator

formed

by a quartz

resonator

The work done by this force gves the energy dissipated
within the deposited film A snmlar approach was taken
for the case of hquld deposits on a shear vibrating
quartz resonator by Glassford [14]
We can express the vibrational amplitude at each
pomt y of the deposited film, along the ordinate, by
an equation given by Landau and Ltischltz [19]-

1s

The vlbratlonal energy stored by an elementary volume
of the deposited film IS

The vibrational energy stored by the whole film 1s

(21)
where A,, IS the vibrational amphtude of the loaded
quartz-crystal resonator, oc=2rfc IS the angular frequency of the loaded quartz resonator, z+=Q/P~is the
kmemattc vlscoslty of the deposited film, gven as the
ratio of the absolute vlscoslty to the density of the
deposited film, and zlf 1s the shear-wave velocity m the
film
The slip of the y plane relative to the quam-film
interface is
&=A,,-A&)=A,,

{

l-

E;= i Sprw,2A,,’(&=)‘
2vf 7

Thus, the elementary slip between the adjacent layers
of the tim will be

-2(zrh]]

(27)

We have already assumed that, following the deposition of a film onto a quartz-resonator surface, the
vlbratlonal energy stored by the quartz resonator dlmlmshes from E; to E;,, because part of it 1stransferred
to the film We also assume that the energy transferred
to the ambient or to the quartz-resonator mounting IS
very small and wtll thus be neglected Therefore, the
energy balance for the compound resonator will be
E;=E;,,+E;+E;

eq[ -(it$y]

1-ev[

(28)

Furthermore, we assume that the decrease of the
quartz-resonator vlbratlonal amphtude, at a constant
frequency, 1s a consequence of the vlbratlonal energy
dsslpated within the deposited film Thus we have

(22)
The frlctlonal force developed m the x-z plane of the
film, parallel to the quartz resonator surface, IS

where S is the fnctional surface and lJ,= M(y)/& IS the
sliding speed of the deposited film particles We obtain
(24)

(29
On substltutmg eqns (13), (20), (26) and (27) mto
eqn (28), we obtam

6

where M, IS the mass of the deposlted film and M, 1s
that of the quartz In terms of area1 densities and
frequencies, this equation can be wntten as

f’
4

=1+2:

fe”

[2($)1;,111
1-exp[ -2(:)l);,]}
(31)

and gives the correlation
quency of the compound
kmematlc vlscos~ty of the
the exponential fun&Ion

between the vlbratlonal freresonator and the mass and
deposited film On developing
into a power series, we obtam

In the case of metalhc films, bavmg a very high kmematlc
viscosity, the senes within square brackets reduces to
its first term

f”
9 4+2111’

L’

into account the amplitude dlstrlbutlon on the surface
of a quartz-crystal resonator
Followmg Sauerbrey’s theoretical and experunental
work [l-3], we assume that the vlbratlonal-amplitude
dlstrlbutlon on the surface of a quartz-crystal resonator
obeys the followmg equation

m,

which IS exactly eqn (19) previously derived for the
case of perfectly elastic films
If the amount of vlbratlonal energy dissipated within
the deposited film is appreciable, we can consider more
terms of the power senes The effect is a smaller
frequency change than for the case of a metallic film,
which means a smaller sensltlvlty
The vlbratlonal amphtude of the uncoated quartz
resonator,&, as well as that of the compound resonator,
A,,, can be measured using the rectified r f voltage,
as has been previously proposed [20] The problem of
the wbratlonal-amphtude
measurement will be developed m Section 3

2 2 The finrte quartz-crystal resonator
Actual quartz-crystal resonators have finite dlmenslons It has been stated that the weighing sensltwlty
of a thickness shear vlbratmg quartz-crystal resonator
has its m-urn
value at [l, 211 or close to [5, 221
the centre of the quartz resonator plate, and dunmlshes
towards the edges It was also found that the vlbratlonal
amplitude of a plane-parallel quartz resonator has its
maxunum at [2, 3, 231, or close to [22] the centre of
the plate and dnnmlshes towards the edges These
experunental data lead to the conclusion that the weighmg sensltlvlty depends on the vlbratlonal amplitude
dlstrlbutlon on the surface of the quartz-crystal resonator
This Section of the paper ~11 develop the real case
of quartz resonators havmg finite dlmenslons and taking

A(r) =A0

cos*z

(1
e

where r is the distance from the centre of the plate
of a certain point on the quartz-resonator surface, and
R, 1s the radius of the deposited electrode, assuming
that both electrodes have the same diameter, smaller
than or equal to the quartz resonator diameter 2R
In the case of a fimte quartz-crystal resonator, the
vlbratlonal amplitude of every pomt within the quartz
resonator 1s defined by
A(r,y)=A,sm(q)

co?(g)

(34)

where A,=.4 (0,1,/2) 1s the maximum vlbratlonal amplitude at the surface and centre of the quartz resonator
For the sake of convenience, we express the umt volume
dv of the quartz m cylmdrlcal coordinates
dv=rdrd$dy
and -l$,<y<
+l$
where O<r<R,, 0<&2
The element of stored vlbratlonal energy of an mfinitely small mechanical oscillator wthm the unloaded
quartz-crystal resonator will be

Integrating throughout the quartz-resonator vlbratmg
volume, we obtain the stored vlbratlonal energy

2 2 I The finrte quartz-ctystal resonator coated by a
pe$ectly elastuz jilrn
Followmg the deposition of a perfectly elastic film
on the surface of a finite quartz resonator, the energy
stored m the quartz-resonator vibration ~111 dunmlsh
to a new value expressed by

ES,,=
The quartz-resonator vibrational amplitude wdl remam unchanged throughout the deposlted film thlckness, as shown m Fig 2, but obeying the surface
dlstrlbutlon law expressed by eqn (34) No vIbrationa

energy ~111be dlsslpated by such an Ideal film In this
case, the element of stored energy m the film ~111be

dEk= ; prcc1,2A~,~
cos4 g
(

)

Xexp[ -2(zry]:C,dy

Integratmg throughout the deposIted film, of thickness
l, and radius r,,, centred on the electrode surface, the
total vIbratIona energy stored by the deposlted film
will be

The vlbratlonal energy stored by a film of thickness If
covermg the whole vlbratmg area of a quartz resonator
of diameter equal to 2R, is

(41)
Followmg the calculation procedure developed in Section 2 12, the element of vibrational energy dlsslpated
wthm the deposited film ~111be
(37)
If the deposited film covers the whole vlbratmg area
of the quartz resonator, 1e , r,=R,, the vIbrationa
energy stored by the deposited film will be
The vlbratlonal energy dlsnpated by the whole film of
thickness If and diameter 2R, 1s
In such a case, when no vlbratlonal energy D dissipated
by the film covermg the whole vlbratmg area of a finite
quartz-crystal resonator, the energy balance indicated
by eqn (14) will gwe

(42)
The vlbratlonal energy stored by an uncoated quartz-

(39) crystal resonator mth finite dimensions was grven by
eqn (35) When this resonator IS covered by a real
film, the remammg stored vlbratlonal energy will be
2 2 2 The finrte quartz-crystalresonator coated by a
real film

In the case of a real film deposited on the surface
of a quartz-crystal resonator with finite dlmennons, the
vibrational amphtude of the deposited film particles
~11 depend not only ou the distance from the centre
of the quartz-crystal plate, but also on the distance
from the quartz-resonator surface The vrbratlonal energy will be dissipated mthm the deposIted film due
to the shp of the adjacent layers of the film, as illustrated
m Fig 3 The vlbratlonal amplitude of a point within
the deposited film may be expressed as
AXr,y)=A,

cm’($)

exp[ -($lny]

E&R= ; pqlqw,zA,,,2~R,2 ;
(

- L
P2)

(43)

Tbe energy transfer model supposes that the vlbratlonal energy dissipated Hrlthmthe film mduces a decrease of the vibratIona amphtude of the compound
resonator at a constant frequency Thus the followmg
equation 1s established

(40)

(44)
The element of stored vlbratlonal energy within the
film will be

The energy balance expressed by eqn (28) will give

(a) Frequency measurement
eqn

technique, described by

(5)

M=F

(49)

(b) Stockbridge’s

(45)

eqn
or, m terms of measured frequency and area1 densities,
It can be wntten

‘=‘-(A

W)
It 1s very unportant to observe that eqn (46) IS ldentlcal
to eqn. (31) correspondmg to an mfimte quartz-crystal
resonator This 1s because we made an important assumptlon that the deposited film covers the whole
vlbratmg area of the quartz resonator, having the dlameter 2R. This also leads to a very important concluslon that, m order to have the theoretical sensltlvlty
to the mass of a deposlted film, the film must cover
the entire vibrating area of the quartz-crystal resonator
Thus Important condltlon was proved experimentally
[22] and 1s revealed m Section 3 of this paper
For the case of thin films with very high kmematx
v~scoslty, like metalhc ones, eqn (46) reduces to a
sunpler form

f’
2L,1+2m’
fc”
mq

(47)

This equation meets the requirements for thm-film
momtonng devices, as wdl be revealed m the next
Section This equation pernuts the calculation of a
deposited film thickness by measurmg the frequencies
of the quartz-crystal resonator during the coatmg process, usmg the following equation
I*=

c1

1 f91
fqEz

-1

N!3l
2Pf

(48)

where f, 1sthe nommal frequency of the quartz resonator
before the deposition and fc ISthe nominal frequency
of the quartz resonator followmg the deposltlon of a
fdm havmg dens@ pf and thickness /,
23 A comparison of the avadable theoretxal
approaches
In order to facdltate a comparison of the vanous
theoretical approaches presented m the first Section
of this paper with the energy transfer model, the
dImensIonless parameters M and F, introduced m the
first Section, wdl be used Thus, the followmg equations
wdl be used instead of those already mentioned

model,

described

by

described

by

-M,)ln

(c) Period
eqn
F=

theoretlcal

(6)

measurement

technique,

(7)
-

M

l+M

or

M=-

F
1-F

(d) Z-match technique,
M= arctan(Z tan ?TF)
?rZ(l -F)

same as eqn (10)
(52)

(e) Energy transfer model, described by eqn (47)
F=1-(1+2M)-‘n

(53)

or

M=:[&-11

(54)

A graphical lllustratlon of these theoretxal
approaches 1s presented m Fig 4 This reveals that for
small normahzed frequency shifts (less than 2%), all
the graphical lllustratlons are superposed The ddference becomes more e-dent as these normahzed frequency shifts are increased
The frequency measurement technique 1s based on
the assumption that a foreign fihn deposlted on a quartzcrystal resonator surface induces the same downward
frequency shift as an additional layer of quartz havmg
the same mass However, the physical properties of
the deposited film m&t be quite dtierent from those
of quartz, and ths assumption leads to a hmlted range
of vah&ty of this physical model, namely to very thm
metallic depositions
Stockbndge’s theoretical model, although more rigorous, did not find practical use, since the hxgher-order
terms require expernnentally measured constants with
no direct physical mterpretatlon
Moreover, eqn (50)
has a serious mathematical hmltation, smce the square
root 1s applied to an amount that IS posltrve only for
M < 0 65729 to produce real solutions
The penod measurement technique had no other
theoretical Justficatlon, but 1s better suited to experImental data m a wder range of relative mass loads
M
The Z-match technique represented major progress
m quartz-crystal nucrobalance techmque, reveahng the
influence of the physlcal propertles of the deposited

9

Fig 4 A graphlcal plot of the reduced mass M as a function
of the reduced frequency F for dtfferent theoretlcal approaches
A, eqn (49), B, eqn (51), C, eqn (52), D, eqn (54) Dots
correspond to grawmetnc measurements for copper deposItIons
on a 6 228 MHz BT-cut resonator m vacuum.
film on the frequency change of a thickness shear
vibrating quartz-crystal resonator, following the deposition of a film of a foreign matenal on its surface
One drawback of this technique is the need for the
knowledge of the acoustic impedance ratio Z This
problem has been circumvented by Benes [12], using
Z determination from two quasiharmonic frequencies
There are also some questionable aspects of this theoretical model One aspect refers to the mechanical
frequency of the deposrted film (see eqn (9)) defined

by

ff=v,l%
In the lmtlal stages of film condensation on a substrate,
the film 1s rather dlscontmuous, and we cannot define
a certam thickness I, The expected behavlour would
be a sudden frequency decrease as soon as the deposited
film becomes continuous Expenmentally, a measurable
frequency decrease ISrecorded long before a monatomic
film IS condensed onto the quartz (electrode) substrate
On the other hand, a uniform monatomlc film would
induce a mechamcai shear vlbratlon frequency of about
1013 Hz, while the substrate vlbratlonal frequency 1s m
the MHz range From the adherence point of view,
this situation cannot be accepted The other aspect
refers to another idea of the Z-match techmque It

states that the free surfaces of a compound resonator
are always antmodal [12] Thus means that thevibratlonal
amphtude at the quartz-film interface is smaller than
that corresponding to the free surface of the deposited
film Assuming that we have a quartz resonator coated
on one side with a dielectric film, the quartz strain at
the quartz-film interface wffl be smaller than its strain
at the free surface This means, thmkmg of the piezoelectnc effect, that the electnc charge accumulated at
a certain moment by the dielectric-coated electrode of
the quartz resonator IS smaller than the charge of the
reverse polanty accumulated by the uncoated electrode
This 1s unposslble from a piezoelectrlc point of view,
because the quartz resonator must always be neutral
as a whole
It IS interesting to observe that the two mentioned
mconslstencles, from a physical point of view, lead to
a mathematical inconsistency of the Z-match technique
Let us look at eqn (10) or (51) When 2 differs from
unity, the normahzed frequency shift F must be less
than 112 For F = l/2 we have tan ?rl2 + CQ,and for F
hgher than l/2 the relative mass load M becomes
negative, which 1s impossible
Neither of the above-mentioned
theoretical approaches, exceptmg the energy transfer model, can
explain the correlation between the mass sensltlvlty of
the shearvlbratmg quartz resonators and the vlbratlonalamphtude distrlbutlon on their surface This ~11 be
seen in Section 3
None of the above-mentioned theoretical approaches,
exceptmg the energy transfer model, can descnbe the
behavlour of shear vlbratmg quartz resonators m contact
wtth a liquid This will be seen in Section 25
It 1s also mterestmg to observe that Horvath and
Arany [24] independently took an energetic approach
sumlar to that of the energy transfer model, derwmg
the following equation
,
\ -lR
%
-=
1+2:
a
(
)
where rr, IS the vlbratlonal frequency of the compound
resonator (fC m our notation), (Y-IS the vlbr&onal
frequency of the uncoated quartz resonator (f, m our
notation) and hm LSthe area1 density of the deposited
flm (m, m our notation) Equation (55) 1s identical to
eqn (47) that we derwed from the energy transfer
model Further, Horvath and Arany developed their
equation mto a McL,aurm series, retaining only the
first term of this series They obtained
Aa
=-h

a
(56)

where ha 1s the frequency change and mQ IS the area1
density of the quartz This equation 1s identical to the
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equation derived by Sauerbrey They concluded that
Sauerbrey’s equation can be obtamed following an
energetic approach, Hnthout reahzmg that eqn (55),
mltlally obtamed, 1s very accurate, while eqn (56) IS
only an approbation
2 4 Expenmental venficatron of the mass response of a
coated quartz-crystalresonator
When the thickness of the film deposited onto the
quartz-resonator surface ISvery small, so that the relative
frequency sh& F IS less than 005, aI the theoreheal
approaches revlewed m the previous Section gwe excellent results For higher relative frequency shifts, the
differences between various theoretIcal approaches are
more evrdent, as can be seen m Fig 4
In order to venfy whtch theoretlcal approach suits
the expenmental results better, It IS compulsory to coat
the quartz resonator w&h thicker films Here a new
problem appears The thicker the deposrted film, the
higher the lateral stress developed at the quartz-film
interface [WI. This lateral stress causes the deposited
film to peel off Tom the quartz surface, the dtsslpatlon
of an appreciable amount of vlbratlonal energy at the
quartz-film mterface, followed by the ceasmg of the
quartz-resonator wbration In order to overcome this
problem, we used quartz resonators mth gold/chrommm
electrodes, takmg advantage of the very high adherence
of chromium to the quartz surface The thtckness of
the chrommm underlayer was 500 A, whde the gold
film had a thickness of 1500 A Chrommm and gold
were consecutwely vacuum deposited duung the same
evacuation cycle
Copper was chosen as the deposltlon matenal, because it can be easily evaporated and 1s cheap A
laboratory vacuum-deposition umt, model B 30 2 (VEB
Hochvakuum Dresden), was used A shear vibrating
BT-cut quartz-crystal resonator with a fundamental
resonance frequency of 6 228 MHz was used It had
a plano-convex plane shape and a 14 mm diameter
Every deposltlon was followed by a frequency shift
The relative frequency shifts F were used to calculate
the relative area1 denslties~ for consecutrve depositions
aculatlons
were performed for the widely used theoretical approaches, usmg the following equations
eqa (49) for the frequency measurement techmque
eqn (51) for the penod measurement technique
eqn (52) for the Z-match technique
eqn (54) for the energy transfer model
The area1 density of the quartz, m,, was calculated
starting from the fundamental vibrational frequency of
the uncoated quartz resonator Thus we have
mq=pqlq=pqN

fq

(57)

This IS, m fact, an equivalent area1 density, correspondmg to the vlbratmg part of the quartz resonator
The deposmon diameter, resultmg from the measurmg head aperture, was 8 mm, thus covenng the whole
senstttve area of the quartz resonator Thts area was
previously explored using the method that wdl be described m Section 3
Gravlmetrlc measurements of the copper deposltlons
were performed with a Sartorms model 2406 analytical
microbalance The results are shown m Table 1 For
the sake of simphcity, only the relahve errors are
recorded when the mdlcated equations were used
The results shown m Table 1 prove that eqn (54)
derrved from the energy transfer model for solid fihns
fits the gravunetrlc measurements best This IS also
illustrated m Fig 4, where the dots conespondmg to
the direct gravunetric measurements give the best tit
to the graphlcal representation of eqn (54)
Although the relative errors given by eqn (52) derwed
from the Z-match techmque are rather small, this IS
not a suffiaent proof of vahdlty of the model, because
this model cannot explam the correlation between the
mass senntrvlty and vlbratlon~-amplitude
dlstrlbutlon
on the quay-re~nator
surface auci cannot descnbe
the response of a quartz resonator m contact with a
hqutd
The very large relatwe errors exhibIted by the frequency measurement and penod measurement
techniques hmxt their usable range In order to get relative
errors less than l%, the relative frequency shifts should
be smaller than 0 67% for the frequency measurement
technique, or smaller than 1 98% for the penod measurement techmque
2 5 Freqwnq response of a quartz resonator in
contact wtlh a kquzd
When a quartz-crystal resonator IS coated by a hquld
film, which has a much lower vlscos~ty (about 10v2 P)
than that corresponding to a metalhc film (about 1015
P), the general eqn (46), derived from the energy
transfer model, must be taken mto account
Introducmg the substltutlons

where pq IS the shear modulus of quartz (cc, = 2 947 X
IO” dyne cm-‘) and r+ 1s the hnematlc viscosity of
the hqmd &-I, we obtam
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TABLE 1 Relatwe errors resultmg from the use of vanous
depostts, for chfferent relative frequency shifts
Gravlmetnc
F

M

4 (w)

0048
0092
0 139
0 186
0 213
0 243

0 052
0 107
0 174
0253
0 305
0 370

6 17
12 77
20 77
3021
36 51
44 22

Eqn
(%I

equations,

Eqn
(%)

(49)

with grawmetrx

(51)

-29
-54
-68
-105
-112
-133

-75
-141
-198
-263
-301
-343

This IS exactly eqn (11) denved by Kanazawa and
Gordon [15] multlphed by two additional factors It 1s
important to evaluate the magmtude of these additional
factors One can observe that the exponent contams
the reciprocal of the character&c decay length S [19]

when compared

Eqn
(%I

-22
-32
-18
-026
+11
t28

measurements

(52)

of copper

Eqn
@I

(54)

-049
-053
-066
-085
-084
-053

and Gordon [15] can also be obtained startmg from
the energy transfer model This model has a high degree
of generahty covermg the frequency response of coated
quartz resonators with various layers whose vlscos~ty
covers 17 orders of magmtude

1n

6=

( 1
--&

The charactenstlc decay length 1s the thickness of the
hqmd layer, m contact with a sohd vlbratmg surface,
across which the vlbratlonal amplitude dnnmlshes e
times This can be seen m Fig 5, wluch also reveals
that the thickness of the vlbratmg hqmd layer 1s larger
than the charactenstlc decay length 6, thus concludmg
that the magmtude of the first factor IS equal to umty
1-exp

-2
[

01
5

=l

In order to evaluate the magnitude of the second
addltlonal factor, we can consider the expernnental
results obtained by Kanazawa and Gordon [15] Usmg
a 5 MHz AT-cut quartz resonator, they obtamed frequency shifts of about 500 Hz for glucose-water mc+
tures Usmg these numerical data we get the value
0 9999 for the second factor, which 1s close to unity
‘Ilus IS a proof that the equation derived by Kanazawa

2 6 Dampug of the quartz-qstal resonator vrbratwns
m contact wrth a lqud
When a quartz resonator 1s coated with a hqmd fihn,
not only the frequency of the compound resonator
changes, but also its vlbratlonal amphtude If the amount
of energy supplied to the hqmd-coated quartz resonator
1s small, its vlbratlon will cease because of the nnportant
amount of energy dlsslpated wlthm the liquid film With
modem exlstmg electronics, It IS possible to supply
sufficient energy to the compound resonator to sustain
its oscdlation
Mecca and Bucur [20] showed that the dampmg of
the quartz-crystal resonator vibrations depends on the
vlscoslty of the layer deposited on the quartz-resonator
surface They used the retified r f voltage V to record
this behaviour U 1s a d c voltage proportlonal to the
coated quartz-resonator vibrational
amplitude, provided
that no dmtortion of the sine-wave output is Introduced
by the electrornc clrcultIy Because of the plezoelectrtc
effect, there 1s always a proportlonahty between the
voltage across the electrodes and the strain [12] Thus
we have-

Y

v=

t

Ilqutd

f Ilm

_____A
x
quartz

Fig 5 The vlbratmg quartz-hqmd
decay tkkness

Interface

S IS the charactermue

+os(#4*q

where Y IS the sme voltage across the quartz-resonator
electrodes, e IS the piezoelectnc constant and e 1s the
quartz pernuttmty
In the case of a fixed load, there
1s a direct proportlonahty between the high-frequency
voltage V and the corresponding rectified voltage U
U=kV=k*AI,

(‘50)

By recordmg U we have an mdlcatlon of the quartzcrystal resonator vlbratlonal amphtude
An expenment was carried out using a BT-cut quartz
resonator with a nominal frequency of 4 4826 MHz
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FIN 6 Dampmg of the quartz-resonator
with layers of ddferent vlscosltles

wbratlons

when coated

This was subsequently coated with various layers copper, plcem wax, Aplezon M grease and mmeral oil
With copper deposItion there was no change in the
recorded voltage I/ The lower the coating vlscoaty,
the more Important was the decrease of the recorded
voltage (I, correspondmg to the vibrational amphtude
of the compound resonator This IS dlustrated in Fig
6 The expenments were carried out at room temperature

3. Mass sensitivity and amplitude-distnbution
measurements on the surface of the quartz
resonators
It has been demonstrated by Sauerbrey [l] that the
local mass sensltlvlty of a shear vlbratmg quartz-crystal
resonator depends on the local vibrational amplitude
Through the years, vanous methods of measurmg
the vibration amplitude of the quartz resonators have
been developed The best results were obtamed by the
modulation of a light beam [2] and by the speckle
effect [23]
In lookmg for a simple mechanical set-up, insensitive
to environmental disturbances, a very simple method
has been developed [22]
The working prmclple of this method 1s based on
the energy transfer method Here It IS supposed that
no vibrational energy IS dlsslpated withm the quartzcrystal electrodes, but some rmght be dlsslpated by a
frlctlonal force, developed by a small soft tip restmg
under gravity on selected pomts on the surface of the
quartz-crystal resonator This dissipated energy 1s expressed by

(61)

where p IS the fnctlonal coefficient at the quartz
(electrode)-tip interface, Fn ISthe we&t of the tip-wire
assembly and A(r)=& cos2(717/2Rc) is supposed to be
the amphtude dlstrlbutlon on the quartz-resonator surface, covered on both sides with electrodes of diameter
2R, [3] Assuming that the frrctional coefficient and
the weight of the tip-wire assembly are constant, and
the tip 1s moved slowly at constant speed across the
quartz-resonator diameter, then the energy-dlsslpatlon
curve will follow the vlbratlon-amplitude
dlstrlbutlon
on the quartz-resonator surface
The experunental arrangement is shown schematically
m Fig 7 The quartz-crystal resonator IS mounted
honzontally on a shdmg system, controlled by a nucrometer gauge The tip-wire assembly IS laid freely
on the quartz-resonator surface under its own weight
F, = 2 x 10m3 N It 1s driven across the quartz-resonator
diameter at a constant speed of 1 X lo-’ m s-’ by
means of a small low-geared synchronous a c motor
The quartz-resonator electrodes are connected to the
amplitude-controlled
oscillator, driven by the quartz
resonator itself The r f voltage between the quartz
electrodes remains constant at about 30 mV peak-topeak, mthm a wde range of vibration-energy dlsslpatlon
at the quartz-tip interface The discrete transistor works
as a series voltage regulator The voltage between the
points A and B vanes between 0 9 V for h&-quality
quartz resonators and 10 V for strongly damped resonators The voltage between points A and B and also
the voltage drop across the reststor R will, when the
soft tip IS movmg towards higher vibration-amplitude
points on the quartz-resonator surface, increase m hne
with the increased fnctlonal loss The magmtude of
this voltage is recorded graphically
In order to check that the vibrational energy dlsslpatlon profile can be an mdlcatlon of the masssensltlvlty dlstrlbutlon on the surface of a thickness
shear vibrating quartz resonator, mass-loading experiments were also performed For checkmg the masssensltlvlty profile on the surface of the quartz resonators,
a pair of quartz thm-film thickness-measunng
heads
was used One of these heads was modified m order
to facilitate the deposition of thin films as small spots
at certain points across a diameter of the quartz res-

Ftg 7 Schematic diagram of the apparatus for measurmg
amphtude dlstnbutlon
on the quartz-resonator
surface

the
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onator This head had a shdmg shutter with a small
aperture, set m posltlon by a motorized mlcrometer
gauge
‘Ti~odtierent types of quartz-crystal resonators were
exammed The first was a conventlonal plane-parallel,
5 MHz AT-cut quartz-crystal resonator with bevelled
edges and 14 mm dmrneter It had 6 mm vapourdeposited sdver-film electrodes on both sides The
second was a plano-convex 5 MHz At-cut quartz resonator of 14 mm diameter and 200 mm curvature radius
It had vapour-deposited silver-film electrodes of dlfferent diameters on each side 13 mm on the flat side
and 6 mm on the curved side
An mdlcatlon of the vlbratlon energy dissipated at
the quati-tip
interface was obtained by recording the
voltage drop U across the resistor R for each quartz
resonator
Every quartz resonator was subsequently mounted
m the assembly with the shdmg aperture and placed
m a vacuum deposltlon umt, using the adjacent thlckness-measurmg head as a control Equally spaced sdverfilm spots of constant area and thickness were deposited
along the diameter of each quartz resonator previously
explored for amplitude dlstrlbution
Figure 8 shows
(full curve) the recorded voltage drop U across the
resistor R, as an mdlcatlon of the amphtude dlstnbutlon
on the plane-parallel quartz-resonator
surface The
mass-sensltmty curve 1s drawn (broken curve) by rewrdmg the frequency decrease &F =f, -fc, for every
equal sliver film spot These spots were of 12 mm
diameter with a spacmg of 1 mm The results illustrated
m Fig 8 show that, for plane-parallel quartz-crystal
resonators
(a) the frequency sensitlvlty of the resonator to mass
loadmg of the surface closely follows the vlbratlon
amphtude dlstnbutlon,

(b) the mass-sensitive area 1slarger than the electrode
area,
(c) the maxnnum of the mass sensltlvlty and vlbratlon
amphtude IS off-centre
Figure 9 shows a sumlar record for a plano-convex
quartz crystal resonator Here the spots were of 0 6
mm m diameter and 0 5 mm spacing The results
illustrated m Fig 9 show that, for plano-convex quartzcrystal resonators
(a) the frequency sensltlvlty of the resonator to mass
loading of the surface closely follows the vlbratlon
amphtude dlstnbutlon,
(b) the mass-sensitive area 1s restncted to the smaller
of the two electrode areas,
(c) the maxnnum mass sensltlwty 1s at the centre of
the quartz-crystal resonator
The apparent wnnectron between the mass sensltlvlty
of the quartz-crystal resonators and the viirafion-amphtude dlstnbutlon, shown m Figs 8 and 9, can be
explain within the energy transfer model This model
states that, followmg a thm-fihn deposltlon, the frequency shift is Induced by the vlbratlon energy transferred to the film as a stored energy, which IS expressed
by the followmg equation

where iWf IS the mass of the deposlted film, o, is the
angular frequency of the compound resonator thus
formed and A(r) 1s the vlbratlon amphtude at the pomt
where the deposlted lilm spot IS located Thus equation
states that for equal depositions the energy transferred
to the film as a stored energy, and hence the frequency
sh&, wdl be higher when the vlbratlon amphtude IS
higher
The sensltlve area of the plane-parallel quartz-crystal
resonators extends beyond the whole electrode area
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FIN 8 Correlation of the vtbratton amphtuclc change AU and
frequency change Aj correspondmg to tdenttcal silver spot depostttons on the surface of a plane-parallel. AT-cut, 5 MHz
quartz-crystal resonator
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Ftg 9 Correlatton of the vtbratton amphtude change AU and
frequency change w correspondmg to tdenttcal alver spot depostttons on the surface of a plane-convex, AT-cut, 5 MHz quartzcrystal resonator
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and the maxunum of the sensltlvlty IS asymmetrlc Such
an asymmetry was also found by Mueller and White
[5] It has not been explained, but might be caused by
a dimensional non-umfonmty, for example, m the quartz
plate thickness
The sensltlve area of the plano-convex quartz resonators IS restricted to the electrode area and these
resonators are therefore more suitable for use m the
measurement of the thin-film thickness

4. MicroweIghing with quartz resonators having
other vibrational modes
When treatmg the case of quartz-resonator
mass
sensors, the up-to-date literature refers only to shear
vlbratmg quartz resonators, mainly AT-cut and seldom
BT-cut resonators
One could certamly ask if the mlcrowelghmg capablhty
1s exhlblted only by the thickness shear vibrating quartz
resonators To answer this question, some experiments
were carned out to check whether quartz resonators
havmg other wbratlonal modes are also sensltlve to an
added mass
First an X-cut quartz resonator was tested This
vibrates m a compressional mode, generating ultrasomc
longltudmal waves m air, as shown m Fig 10 A 1
MHz resonator, m the form of a disc with 20 mm
diameter and 2 87 mm thickness was used Its median
plane 1s a nodal plane, while both surfaces are antmodal
The vibration amplitude of every point within this
resonator can be described by

As can be seen from Fig 10, the entire surface of this
resonator 1s antmodal For this reason, deposltlons were
carried out on the entlre surface of theX-cut resonator
Sliver fihns were vacuum deposlted onto one surface
of this resonator Followmg each depositlon, a frequency
change was measured and the mass of the sliver deposition was measured using a Sartorms mlcrobalance
(model 2406) The results are shown in Fig 11 The
solid line JS the plot of eqn (63) and the dots are
experimental points It 1svery clear that such a resonator
1s sensltwe to the mass of a deposlted film and the
experlmental pomts fit the same equation as m the
case of shear vibrating quartz resonators
Further, a a-cut
quartz resonator vlbratmg in a
face-shear mode was checked The vlbratlon of such
a resonator 1s illustrated m Fig 12 There 1s no antinodal
surface The vlbratlon amplitude varies from zero to
the maximum value on each of the two major surfaces
of the resonator Sliver films were deposited onto one
of these malor surfaces of a 357 3 kHz CT-cut quartz
resonator The expenmental results are shown m Fig
13 This kind of resonator IS also sensltlve to the mass
of the deposited films The experimental pomts do not
fit the s&d line corresponding to eqn (63) This IS
because the deposlted silver films do not cover an
entirely antmodal surface as in the case of the quartz

where A,, IS the maximum vibration amplitude at the
antmodal surfaces and 1, 1s the quartz-resonator thlckness This equation IS identical to that of the shear
vibrating quartz resonators used m Section 2 The
calculations, wlthm the energy transfer model, will give
the followmg result for the case of perfectly elastic
films

f’
9,1+2!3
fc’

mq

Fig 10 SchematIc drawmg of theX-cut quartz resonator vlbratmg
m a compresslonal mode

Fig 11 Frequency response of a 1 MHz X-cut quartz resonator
coated by a sliver film

Fig 12 SchematIc drawing of a CT-cut quartz resonator vlbratmg
m a face-shear mode
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5. Mlcroweighmg with resonators made of other
piezoelectnc matenals

t
-AftHzl

Fig 13 Frequency response of a 357 3 kHz CT-cut quark resonator
coated by Aver films Sohd hne corresponds to eqn (53). whde
the broken hne corresponds to the experImenta
results
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Fig 14 Frequency response of a 32 768 kHz tumng-fork-shaped
quartz. resonator coated by slher films

resonators vibrating m a thickness shear mode or m
a compressional mode
The frequency response of a tuning-fork-shaped
quartz resonator, widely used as a timer m wnst watches,
was also checked Silver films were deposited on the
small surfaces of the vlbratmg arms of the tuning fork
The thickness of these depositions was measured by
the adJacent sensing head of a quartz thickness monitor
The experimental results are given m Fig 14, and show
that the measured frequency shifts are proportional to
the thickness of the silver films
From these experiments we can conclude that whatever the vlbratlonal mode of the quartz resonators,
their frequency decrease IS related to the mass of the
deposited film

Quartz IS the most widely used plezoelectrlc material
for resonator manufacture It has several advantages
when compared with other piezoelectnc materials It
1s chemically inert, water msoluble and temperature
resistant up to 573 “C, where a-quartz transforms mto
p-quartz Another advantage refers to the high quality
factor of the quartz resonators, perrmttmg an excellent
frequency stability
One could further ask If the microwelghmg capability
IS exhibited only by quartz resonators To answer this
question, some expernnents were carned out to check
the mass sensltlvlty of some resonators made of other
piezoelectric matenals
First a resonator made of PZT ceramic was tested
It had a nominal frequency of 442.5 kHz One of its
major faces was successively vacuum coated with copper
films It was found that the mass of these films induced
a frequency decrease of the PZT resonator The experlmental results are shown m Fig 15, which reveals
that the frequency decrease of the PZT resonator 1s
proportronal to the mass of the deposited film
Further a Z-cut resonator made of hthmm mobate
was tested The resonator had a diameter of 12 mm
and a thickness of 3 84 mm Its nominal frequency was
922 kHz Such a resonator vibrates m a compressional
mode [26], hke the X-cut quartz resonators One of
the maJor faces of the LINIJO, resonator was successively
coated with copper films by vacuum deposltlon The
expenmental results are shown m Fig 16, which also
reveals that the frequency decrease of the LlNbO,
resonator 1s proportional to the mass of the deposited
films As expected, the expenmental points fit exactly
the solid lme drawn according to eqn (63) This result
Is very important, since LiNbO, might replace quartz
m apphcatlons at higher temperatures The Curie point
of LiNbO, 1s 1200 “C and it was found to be plezoelectncally useful up to 1050 “C [26]
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6. Damping of the quartz resonator
dunng a temperature sweep
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Since Sauerbrey [l] introduced the quartz-crystal
mlcrobalance for thin-film mass measurements, most
attention has been focused on the frequency change
MeanwhIle, this techmque was extended by EerNlsse
[25] to thm-f&n stress measurements usmg the doubleresonator techmque and by van BakgOOiJen [27] to
temperature deternunatlon
These two extensions used
the vlbrattng frequency as the only measurable parameter Unfortunately,
httle attention was paid to the
damping of the quartz-crystal vlbratlons
Kmg and
Ho&an [28] recorded a quartz-crystal series-resatance
varlatlon during manganese deposltlon
Schelde and
Gullbault [29] recorded the cut-off frequencies of the
coated quartz-crystal resonators, as the upper lmut of
the frequency shift before the complete damping of
the quartz-crystal vibration
Mecca and Bucur [20]
showed, for the first tune, that the damping of the
quartz-crystal vlbratlons depends on the nature of the
ylscous layer deposited onto the quartz resonator surface This was also shown above m Section 2 6
A very mterestmg and reproducible phenomenon was
observed when the rectified r f voltage U, as a measurable parameter of the quartz-resonator vlbratlon amphtude, was recorded durmg a temperature sweep [30]
A typical example 1s shown m Fig 17 The change m
the vlbratlon amplitude of a 5 MHz plane-parallel
quartz-crystal resonator with 4500 A thick, 7 mm dlameter keyhole-shaped palladium electrodes was recorded durmg a temperature mcrease from 340 to 410
K, with a constant heating rate of 0 05 K s-’ We
suppose that this phenomenon IS due to dlsslpatlon of
the vibration energy m the deposited film, at certain
temperatures and frequencies, through a resonance
phenomenon
In order to demonstrate that the deposited film, and
not the quartz-crystal resonator, is responsible for the
energy dlsslpatlon, the followmg experunent was performed

Fig 17 VlbraQonal
MHz quartz-crystal

amphde
resonator

change of a palladnun-coated
dunng a temperature
sweep

5

A 14 mm diameter, plane-parallel, 5 MHz, AT-cut
quartz-crystal resonator was covered on both sides with
keyhole-shaped 7 mm diameter palladium electrodes
The palladium films were obtamed by vacuum deposition
at a rate of 20 a SC’ Their thickness on each side
was 3000 A
The temperature sweep, m a purified argon flow,
was performed m an electncally heated copper cell
described elsewhere [31] This cell was also used for
hydrogen sorption studies m thm palladium films [32,
33) The cell temperature was recorded on the X-axis
of an X-Y recorder (Endtm 62002) using a chromel-alumel thermocouple The vlbratlon amplitude of
the quartz-crystal resonator was recorded as the rectified
r f voltage U on the Y-axis
As the structure of the palladium films is strongly
distorted by hydrogen absorptlon+lesorptlon
cycles [34],
slgmticant changes m the vibration-energy dlsslpatlon
spectrum are expected If the quartz crystal alone 1s
responsible for the vlbratlon-energy dissipation spectrum, no changes m the spectrum are expected, because
hydrogen 1s not absorbed m quartz
Hydrogen absorptlon-desorptlon
cycles were performed with the arrangement currently used for sorption
studies m thin palladium films [32, 331
The palladium films, on both sides of the quartz
resonator, were charged with hydrogen m the P-phase
of the hydnde, at atmospheric pressure and 354 K,
until a steady frequency level was reached Then, the
hydrogen flow was replaced by a purfied argon flow
and hydrogen desorptlon occurred After complete hydrogen desorptlon, the cell temperature was increased
linearly from 290 to 430 K mth a heating rate of 005
K s-‘, and the vlbratlon-energy dlsslpatlon spectrum
was recorded while punfied argon was flowmg over the
coated quartz-crystal resonator Then the copper cell
was allowed to cool down to room temperature, and
the palladium fihns on the quartz-crystal resonator were
investigated by X-ray ddfractlon
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Several vlbratlon-energy dlsslpatlon spectra are shown
m Ftg 18 They were obtained for as-deposited palladium films and for a dtierent number of hydrogen
absorptlon-desorptlon
cycles Curve A was obtamed
for the freshly palladmm-coated quartz-crystal resonator Curve B was obtained after three hydrogen
absorptlon-desorptlon
cycles Curve C was obtamed
after a total number of 10 hydrogen absorp
tlon-desorptlon cycles Curve D was obtamed after a
total number of 18 absorptlon-desorptlon
cycles and
curve E after 26 absorptlon-desorptlon
cycles Further
attempts to obtain such a spectrum after 34 absorptlon-desorptlon cycles were not successful because the
quartz-crystal resonator was no longer vibrating, being
completely damped
Each spectrum exhibits several vlbratlon-energy daslpation peaks, also called deeps, m the recorded AU
voltage Tbelr magnitude changes continuously as the
palladium electrodes are submitted to an increased
number of hydrogen absorptlon-desorptlon
cycles This
1s especially evident for the deeps at 369 K and those
at 385 K
The X-ray diffraction measurements, as Illustrated
m Table 2, reveal a marked change m the palladium
film structure
after repeated
hydrogen absorptlon-desorptlon cycles Where two measurements are
recorded, they refer to the two palladium electrodes
The first three hydrogen absorptlon-desorptlon cycles
induced the breakmg of the crystalhtes and increased
the mean-square deformation of the palladium lattice
Further hydrogen absorptlon+lesorptlon
cycles induced
an Increase m the crystallite size and a new arrangement
of the palladium lattice

TABLE

2 X-ray dtfhactton

Number of
hydrogen
sorptton
cycles

measurement

results

Mean-square
deformahon
cue&rent

Mean
crystalhte
srze

(W

(A)

Lattice
parameter
(A)

0

o775x1o-5
0921 x 1O-5

357
319

3 87
3 87

3

3 142 x lo-’

163

3 92

18

2 678 x 1O-5
2658~10-~

186
188

390
3 91

26

0512x lo-’
0654x10-’

560
450

3 85
3 85

34

0 370x 10-s
o379x1o-5

1156
952

386
386

I
290

310

330

350
T(K)-

Ftg 19 Vtbratton energy-dtsstpahon
spectra before (A) and after
(B) a heat treatment of 2 h at 390 K
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Rg 18 Vtbratton energy-dastpahon
spectra of a 3OtM 8, thtck
palladtum film drawn for as-depostted palladmm film and for a
dtfferent number of hydrogen absorpttott-desorpbon
cycles A,
as depoated, B, 3 cycles, C, 10 cycles, D, 18 cycles, E, 26 cycles

The change m the palladium electrode structure,
while slgmficant changes in the vibration-energy dlsslpatlon spectrum are recorded, 1s a valuable proof
that a connection between the electrode structure and
the vlbratlon-energy dlsslpation spectrum should exist
The exact correlation is not yet estabhshed Some
addltlonal experunents could help the understanding
of this phenomenon
Figure 19 reveals changes that appeared m the v1bratlon amphtude versus temperature spectrum of a
quartz resonator with 2000 A thick sdver electrodes
followmg a heat treatment m air Curve A mdlcates
the vlbratlonal-energy absorption spectrum for freshly
deposited sdver electrodes Curve B was drawn after
a 2 h heat treatment at 390 K and coohng down to
room temperature Both curves were recorded during
the temperature Increase Changes m the spectrum are
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thought to be explained by changes m the deposited
electrode structure
In another experiment the frequency of a quartz
resonator was increased by msertmg a series capacitor
between the quartz resonator and the translstorlzed
oscdlator clrcult, thus dlmmlshmg the equivalent series
capacitance of the resonant circuit Figure 20 shows
the translation to lower temperatures of the voltage
deeps correspondmg to resonant energy absorption,
while mcreasmg the frequency of the coated quartz
resonator These frequencies, at room temperature, are
indicated on each curve Curve A was drawn without
a series capacitor Curve B was drawn after the insertion
of a 47 pF capacitor and curve C was drawn after the
insertion of a 22 pF capacitor This experunent proves
that the temperature and frequency of the resonant
energy absorption are correlated
Figure 21 reveals the effect of the electrode-surface
etching on the vlbratlonal-energy absorption spectrum
A 5 MHz quartz resonator, Hrltb 600 A thick silver
electrodes, was successively etched in an argon plasma
Curve A was drawn before plasma etching Curve B
was drawn followmg plasma etching of 77 8, silver from

51
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Fig 21 Vlbratlon energy-dlsslpabon spectra of a quartz-crystal
resonator coated wltb 600 A sdver electrodes followmg successwe
electrode argon plasma etchmg A, as deposIted, B, 77 8, sdver
etched from one electrode, C, 115 A sdver etched from the other
electrode

one of the electrodes Curve C was drawn after etching
of 115 8, silver from the other electrode This experunent
proves that the vlbratlonal-energy
absorption spectra
are very sensitive to treatment of the tbm-film surface
Avery mterestmg conclusion, derived from the energy
transfer model, 1s that whenever the compound resonator vlbratlon amplitude dmumsbes, an increase of
the compound resonator frequency IS expected Thus
we have

50
12--

11.

This denvatlve is always negative, leading to the mentioned correlation between the vlbratlon amplitude and
frequency of tbe compound resonator This is proved
expenmentally m Frg 22, where both frequency and
amplitude versus temperature cbaracterlstlcs of an ATcut quartz resonator are drawn It 1s evident that to
each recorded voltage deep corresponds an increase
of the quartz resonator frequency This observation 1s
very important When using a quartz-crystal resonator
as a frequency standard, it 1scompulsory to be out of
a resonant energy absorption to get a better frequency
stab&y

lo-
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IGg 20 Transiatlon of the vlbratlon energy-dlsslpatlon spectrum
of a quartz-crystal resonator coated with 2000 A sdver-film
electrodes followmg the change of Its vIbratIona frequency by
the msertlon of a senes capacitor

7. Applications

of the vibrating

quartz

sensors

A common feature of all the theoretical developments
previously presented 1s that they were stimulated by
the large range of possible applications of vlbratmg

where (A$& represents the pure mass effect on the
resonance frequency of the quartz resonator With
sorption studies the mass of the adsorbed gas 1s rather
small, so that eqn (3), mltlally denved by Sauerbrey,
rmght be used

where mg is the mass of the gas absorbed by the unit
of surface of the coating
290

310

330

350

T(K)-

370

Fig 22 Simultaneous record of wbratlon energy-dlsslpatlon spectrum and frequency vs temperature charactermtlcs of an ATcut quartz-crystal resonator coated wth 2000 A sdve.r electrodes

quartz sensors It 1s very difficult to present here all
the possible applications, which cover the followmg
fields
(1) thin-film thickness momtormg m physical vapour
deposition,
(11) gas sorption by dtierent coatings of the quartz
resonators,
(m) mass measurements and viscous effects m liquids
An excellent monograph on quartz-crystal mlcrobalance apphcatlons was edited by Lu and Czanderna
[ll, 14, 251 This Section presents other apphcatlons
that we have developed over the years
71 Sorption measurements wit-h vrbmhng quartz
sensors
When a surface 1s exposed to an ambient different
from that with which it has reached equthbrmm, mass
changes may occur due to sorption (absorption or
desorptmn) This may be physlsorptton or chermsorptlon, each type havmg Its own charactenstlcs The very
high sensltlvlty of quartz resonators to mass changes,
1 X lo-“g cm-’ as reported by Warner and Stockbndge
[35], 1s very profitable for sorption studies Unfortunately, when changing the ambient of a shear vlbratmg
quartz-crystal resonator, both the frequency and v~bratlon amplitude may change The relative change of
these parameters will be a supexposmon of the various
influences acting on them Thus, we have

(Aj& 1s the partial effect of the temperature on
the total relative frequency change This becomes unportant when the sorption IS either endothermal or
exothermal Otherwlse, sorption measurements are always performed at a constant temperature, its contnbutlon being neglected
(Aj& 1s the partial effect of the stress on the total
relative frequency change This effect was revealed by
EerNlsse [25] and becomes unportant when changes
of the lattice parameter are induced by gas absorption,
as m the case of hydrogen (deutenum) absorption by
thm palladium films, as revealed by Bucur and Flanagan
[36] This unwanted effect can be circumvented either
by the use of the double-resonator techmque, as proposed by EerNlsse [25], or by the use of quartz
resonators having an SC-cut (stress-compensated cut)
1251
(4f& 1s the partial effect of the hydrostatic pressure
on the total relative frequency change The magnitude
of this effect was evaluated by Warner [37] We have
(Aflf),= + 13 5x lo-” Torr-’ for ATcut quartz resonators at 323 K with a nearly linear vanatlon Hrlth
temperature of -0 015 X lO-1o/K
(L\fln, is the partial effect of the shear impedance
of the gas on the total relative frequency change [37]
Its magnitude IS expressed by

Here 4 and Q are the dens@ and v~scoslty of the
gas, respectively
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(AjQ),, 1sthe partJa1 effect of a change JJJthe vJbratJona1
amplitude of the quartz resonator following the gas
sorptJon This was revealed m Section 6

(AU/u), Js the partial effect of the gas kinematic
vlscosJty on the vJbratJon amplitude of the quartz resonator Thus Js partrcularly important when a phase
transItJon occurs Jn the deposited film
(AUK& IS the partial effect of a resonance
nomenon occurnng Jn the vJbratJng film

phe-

Although many factors affect both the measured
parameters, frequency and vlbratlon amphtude, of a
coated quartz resonator, this ISnot a dramatic sltuahon
The partJa1 effects are either negligible or can be
elnmnated by using a dBerentJa1 method for measurements This Jmplres the use of two Identical quartz
resonators, one of them bemg coated wJth the active
film and the other being coated with a neutral film
Thus, the temperature, hydrostatx pressure and shear
Impedance of the gas will have no significant effect on
the accuracy of the sorption measurements
For the
case of absorption measurements, accompanied by lattJce parameter changes, the use of two quartz resonators
with SC-cut, in a dlfferentlal system, ISthe best solution
Temperature control of the measunng cell IScompulsory,
because the sorptJon equJlJbnum Js strongly affected
by the temperature
72 Hydrogen (deutenum) sorpllon m thrn palladrum
films
Quartz-crystal resonators proved to be very useful
for hydrogen (deutenum) sorption studies Jn thm palladium films The very high mass sensJtJvlty and fast
response of these sensors were the attractJve features
recommending them for such studies
It IS well known [34] that palladium selectively and
reverslbiy absorbs large amounts of hydrogen, or its
isotopes, when its clean and active surface comes in
contact with these gases Although hydrogen Js the
hghtest chenucal element, the uptake of this gas can
be followed using palladium films deposited onto the
electrode surface of the quartz resonators, or usJng
palladium as the electrode material The very fast tJme
response of these quartz mass sensors IS also useful
for kJnetJc measurements
Some characterlstlc absorption-desorption
curves are
shown Jn FJg 23 Its reveals that equllibnum Js rapidly
attained with both hydrogen and deutermm The eqm1JbrJum Js indicated by the constancy of the frequency
shJft durmg absorption and by the constant level attained
after every hydrogen (deutermm) desorption cycle wJth
mtrogen gas For these measurements an AT-cut quartzcrystal resonator urlth a nominal frequency of 8 35 MHz
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Fig

23 The absorpon-desorptlon
deutermm @phase)

tlmln) curves for hydrogen and

was used The numerical results are shown Jn Table
3 Here AFpd represents the frequency decrease fol1owJng the electrochemical deposJtJon of Pd films onto
both gold electrodes of the quartz resonator, AFH and
AFD represent the measured frequency decreases following hydrogen and deutenum absorption, respectwely,
AFgic and hF$” represent the expected frequency
decrease following hydrogen and deuterium absorption,
talung the hydrogen (deutenum) to palladium atormc
ratio to be 0 68 [34] for absorption m the &phase at
atmosphere: pressure, H/Pd and D/Pd represent the
measured isotope to palladnun ratJos, HfD Js the measured ratio of the two isotopes Jn palladium at equJ1Jbnum and T Js the temperature of the expenment
The results shown Jn Table 3 reveal that hydrogen
and deutenum absorption Jn palladium induce a larger
frequency shift than expected talung Jnto account the
hydrogen to metal ratJo of 0 68 for the Pphase of the
hydride reported Jn the literature [34] We got I-b’Pd
and D/Pd ratios larger than 0 68 This mJght be explamed
by the addJtJona1 frequency decrease Induced by the
mechanical stresses developed Jn the quartz by the
Increase of the lattice parameter of palladium, followmg
hydrogen and deuterium absorption
Hydrogen sorption studies can be performed not only
Jn the P-phase (saturated) of the hydride, but also Jn
the cl-phase, at low hydrogen partial pressure [32] This
pressure can be obtained by mllong a controlled hydrogen flow with a controlled flow of an inert gas
(helium, argon or nitrogen) The partJa1 pressure ranges
used were 0 27-945 kPa for hydrogen and 0 3-164
kPa for deuterlum at a constant temperature of 353
K Punfied nitrogen at a constant flow was used as an
Jnert gas, both for mlxJng with hydrogen or deutenum
and for desorptlon Its flow rate was 50 ml/mm The
chemical stablhty of the nitrogen m the presence of
hydrogen and palladJum was checked by substltutlng
helium for nitrogen There was no difference Jn the
observed desorptlon rates
The workJng mass sensor was an AT-cut quartzcrystal resonator, havmg a nommal frequency of 5 27
MHz, which was covered on both sJdes wJth palladium
layers by electrodeposJtJon onto the silver electrodes
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3 NumerIcal

data on hydrogen

and deutermm

measurements

m thm palladium

fq

ww

AFFlfk

AFg”

(MHz)

W)

(W

0-w

8 35

63204
61166
55078

407
399
356

800
787
700

HPd

films
D/I’d

f-w
TK)
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083
0 70
104

132
134
1.50
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3003
300
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Rg 24 The absorptlon-desorptton
curves for hydrogen m the
a-phase of the palladium hydrtde Inset the effect of remanent
elastx stresses on the desorptton steady-state frequency values
for hydrogen (0) and deutermm (0)

The expernnental results for three successwe hydrogen sorption cycles at a constant pressure of 9 45
kPa are shown m Fig 24 Because of the mtroductlon
of a certain small flow of hydrogen (indicated by HZ
arrows) m the flowmg nitrogen gas, the frequency
decreases to a steady-state value, which IS ascribed to
the equlhbrlum of the palladium layer with the gaseous
hydrogen At the time indicated by Nz arrows, pure
nitrogen was allowed to flow through the cell, thus
removmg the absorbed hydrogen The equlhbnum frequency was higher than the previous one This shift
of the desorptlon steady-state frequency value c
m
the inset of Fig 24) is ascribed to the lrreverslble
changes m the structure of the palladmm layer durmg
the uptake of hydrogen. No such effect was found for
deutenum Deutermm mduces smaller elastic stresses
and does not affect the structure of the palladmm layer,
the Ftq values remam constant durmg the sorption
cycles, as revealed by the mset of Fig 24
These expernnents proved the addItIona effect of
the elastic stresses on the vlbratlonal frequency of an
AT-cut quartz resonator This unwanted effect can be
elnnmated, as already mentloned, by the use of a stresscompensated cut, called the SC-cut

73 Morrture sorpt~n m a hygroscopx polymer
When a quartz-crystal resonator IS coated wth a
hygroscoplc matenal it becomes a very sensitive moisture
sensor Du Pont Company was the first to use these

M
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Fig 25 Frequency response to molsture
resonator moisture sensors

of two different quartz-

sensors down to a concentration of 0 1 ppm moisture
in a permanent non-corrosive gas
Due to then polar nature, water molecules are strongly
adsorbed by practically all solid surfaces at normal
temperatures and pressures This is, in fact, the main
problem m measuring accurately the moisture content
of the permanent gases Reliable measurements can
hardly be performed when this aspect 1s ignored A
reliable cahbratlon of all moisture sensors, mainly m
the low concentration range, requires some experience
However, this IS possible m dtierent ways that are
described in the literature We chose a very simple
and reliable method to calibrate the quartz-resonator
moisture sensors A vacuum deposltton plant was used
for this purpose Following a careful evacuation of the
bell Jar, controlled amounts of water were Injected w&h
a microsyrmge through a silicone rubber septum A
quartz-crystal resonator coated on both sides with a
natural polymer was accommodated m a temperaturecontrolled copper cell, where tween cavltles were hollowed In one of these cavlties was located the polymercoated quartz resonator, while an Identical uncoated
quartz resonator was located m the other cavity This
dlfferentlal arrangement was used to measure the response of a quartz-resonator moisture sensor to vanous
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concentrations of water The results obtained at 323
and 333 K are shown m FIN 25 The nominal frequency
of the quartz resonators was 10 MHz The response
of a Du Pont moisture sensor IS also shown for comparison It IS very clear that both sensors are very
sensitive, mainly for moisture concentrations lower than
500 ppm Their sensttlvltles are temperature dependent,
because the eqmhbnum between the gas phase and
absorbed state IS greatly affected by the absorbent
temperature Figure 25 also reveals that the sensltlvlty
of the present sensor, at the same temperature, 1s higher
than that of the Du Pont moisture sensor

8. Tunable gas sensors
One of the mam ideas of the energy transfer model
IS that whenever a medium 1s m contact with the
vibrating surface of a quartz resonator, they together
form a compound resonator whose frequency and VIbratlon amplitude are greatly affected by the charactenstlcs of the medium vibrating synchronously with
the quartz resonator surface
The Interaction of a shear vlbratmg quartz resonator
with solid and hquld substances has already been described It 1s well known that shear waves do not
propagate m gases However, If compressIona waves
are generated by an X-cut quartz resonator, ultrasonic
longtudmal waves will propagate m the surrounding
gas If the surrounding gas IS induced to resonate at
the same frequency as that of the quartz resonator,
then an important amount of the vlbratlon energy of
the quartz resonator will be absorbed by the resonatmg
gas The resonance condition can easily be accomphshed
when standmg waves are generated between the surface
of the quartz resonator and the surface of a parallel
reflectmg wall Standmg waves are generated whenever
the distance I between the two parallel surfaces 1s an
integer number of halfwavelengths of the ultrasound
generated by the quartz resonator

L

The gas-resonance condltlon, m&cated by eqn (65),
reveals that, for the same quartz resonator vlbratmg
m a compresslonal mode, the resonance depends on
the nature of the gas through the ultrasound velocity
For some common gases the ultrasound velocities at
0 “C are given m Table 4 [38]
There 1s a significant difference m ultrasound velocity
between various gases Th19 feature can be used for
gas detection Whenever the distance 1 between the
surface of the quartz resonator and the surface of the
reflecting wall IS adjusted to fulfil the resonance condition for a certain reference gas, the presence of a
small amount of another gas, dlffermg m ultrasound
velocity, will after the resonance and a change m the
vlbratlon amplitude of the quartz resonator will be
recorded This IS shown m Fig 26 for the case of a
resonant cavity adJusted so that the distance between
the surface of a 1 MHz quartz resonator and the surface
of the reflecting wall 1s I, when air flows between the
two surfaces The recorded signal related to the vlbratlon
amplitude of the quartz resonator IS II,, smaller than
the maximum signal U, correspondmg to the out-ofresonance condition When the air flowmg through this
cavity contams a small amount of hydrogen, the ultrasound velocity m such a mixture 1s higher than m
TABLE

4 Ultrasound

velocttles

in some common

Gas

%
(m/s)

Hydrogen
Hehum
Methane
Carbon monoxide
Nitrogen
Air
Nltrtc oxide

1269 5
972
472
337 1
337
331 36
32.5
317 2
307
2618
258
216 2
189

Oxygen
Argon
Nttrous oxide
Carbon dloxlde
Sulphur dloxlde
Carbon dtsulfide

gases at 0 “C

LJq

where v, 1s the ultrasound velocity m the gas filhng
the resonance cavity and f,1sthe frequency of the
quartz resonator vibrating m a compresslonal mode
There can be a slgmficant amount of vlbrahon energy
absorbed by the resonatmg gas, mducmg the complete
damping of the quartz-resonator vlbratlons
There seems to be a close analogy between the
absorption of vlbratlon energy by a gas at resonance
m contact with a quartz resonator vlbratmg m a compresslonal mode and the absorption of vibration energy,
at certam temperatures, by a sohd film coatmg the
surface of a shear vlbratmg quartz resonator
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Fig 26 Hydrogen detectlon
1s gwen for n - 2

wth
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a tunable gas sensor

Example

pure au and a slgmficant change m the recorded signal
wdl be detected, the resulting voltage bemg U,
The gap between the quartz-resonator surface and
the reflecting-wall surface can be adjusted to be close
to the resonance condltlon for whatever gas Thus, we
can call such a sensor ‘tunable gas sensor’ Whenever
a gas dtiermg m ultrasound velocity IS temporarily
present m the gas for which the cavity was tuned, a
measurable change m the rectified r f voltage, corresponding to the new vibration amplitude, will be
recorded
Thus detection prmclple was first patented by Mecca
and Bucur [39] and was used by Mecca and Tatar for
hydrogen detection m au [40]
The resonance condition (65) 1s affected by temperature changes through the cavity dilatation, according
to the law
I=C(l fat)

(66)

and through the ultrasound velocity change according
to the law
21=vo( 1+ t/27315)‘”

(67)

These two maJor effects can alter the rehablhty of a
tunable gas sensor Good temperature control of the
detection cell IS very Important However, the adverse
effect of the temperature changes can be greatly dlnumshed by thermocompensation
This IS accomplished
when the dilatation of the gap 1, follows the change
of the resonance conchtlon (65) through the temperature
dependence of the ultrasound velocity In order to
match the ddatatlon of the gap to the change of the
ultrasound velocity, a detection cell was designed and
1s schematically shown m Fig 27 The quartz resonator,
wrth a nominal frequency of 1 MHz and a dmrneter
of 20 mm, 1s accommodated within the body of the
cell To avoid mechanical losses, the quartz resonator
IS fixed m its nodal vibrational plane The electrical
connections to the evaporated Au/Cr electrodes touch
the quartz resonator m Its nodal vlbratlonal plane too

Rg 27 Schematic
sensor

drawmg of a thermocompensated

tunable
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Flg 28 Effect of the thennocompensatlon
on a tunable gas
sensor, when hydrogen 1s detected m au A, wthout thermocompensation, B, unsatisfactory thermocompensation
For B and
C chfferent lengths of ceraxmc cyhnders were used

The gas enters the cell through a pipe penetrating the
hd and exits through a pope emerging from the body
of the cell A rubber gasket hermetically closes the
cell It also allows the hd to move followmg the dllatahon
of the alummum screws, winch rest on the hd surface
by means of ceramic cylmders wth a very small dlatatlon Their length ~scalculated to match the dilatation
of the gap to the ultrasound velocity change due to a
temperature change As eqn (67) is not linear hke the
dilatation law, the best thermocompensatlon IS obtained
m a rather narrow temperature range, as shown m Fig
28 for for the case of hydrogen detection [41]
8 1 Hjdrogetadetectwn
In recent years hydrogen has become one of the
most useful gases Many mdustnes, such as chemical,
metallur@cal and food, use hydrogen as a raw matenal
The increasing use of hydrogen gas should not be
considered as being without disadvantages A hydrogen
leak m the atmosphere should be avoided, because
hydrogen, when mixed with air m the ratio 4 00-74 2
vol %, IS explosive [42] For this reason, among others,
it has become very nnportant to develop highly sensitive
hydrogen sensors to prevent accidents due to hydrogen
gas leakage, thus savmg lives and equipment Such
sensors should allow continuous momtonng of the
concentration of gases m the environment m a quantitative and selective way
Several classes of hydrogen detectors have been
developed semxonductor,
pyroelectnc, plezoelectnc
and electrochenncal devices The common feature of
all these sensors IS that they use a catalyst, mainly
pallachum, to detect hydrogen selectively The mam
drawback of these sensors IS the possllxhty of catalyst
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Fig 29 Response of the tunable gas sensor to vaoous
tratlons of hydrogen m ax at 310 K

concen-

polsonmg by sulphur dlomde, hydrogen sulfide, carbon
monoxide, sulphur and other gases Consequently they
can work properly only m controlled atmospheres
It has already been proved that the workmg prmclple
of a tunable gas sensor can be used for hydrogen
detection m air [40,41] Here new expenmental results
are shown By tuning the gap 1, to get the near-resonance
ccmdltlon for au-, It was possible to record the response
of the sensor to various concentrations of hydrogen m
air The results are shown m Fig 29, where the resonance
deep ISrevealed m a rather large hydrogen concentration
range, 0 75-3 1 ~01% hydrogen m air This is because
of the strong vlbratlon-energy absorption by the resonating gas A sumlar result was obtamed for hydrogen-argon mixtures when the gap 1, was tuned to get
the near-resonance
condition for argon The sensor
response for different concentrations of hydrogen m
argon 1s shown m Fig 30 Here the resonance deep
IS broader than m the case of au because of the higher
molecular weight and ~scos~ty of the argon gas
The tune response of such a sensor is very fast,
depending on the necessary time to fill the detection
cavity with the new concentration of the gas This IS
revealed m Fig 31 for various concentrations of hydrogen m an Measurements were performed at 310
K
82

Methane aktectzorz
Interest In methane detection arises from Its wide
domestlc use When mvred with air m the ratio
5 00-15 00 ~01% It 1s also explosive [42] As shown m
Table 4, the ultrasound velocity In methane 1s different
from that m the air, allowmg its detection with a tunable
gas sensor As expected, the senstnnty of a tunable

Ftg 30 Response of the tunable gas sensor to various concentratlons of hydrogen m argon
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Fig 31 Time response of the tunable gas sensor for various
concentrations of hydrogen m an at 310 K

gas sensor for methane detectlon m air ~111be smaller
than that for hydrogen detection because the ultrasound
velocity m methane IS closer to that m au than m the
case of hydrogen This IS shown m Fig 32, where the
response of the tunable gas sensor for various concentrations of hydrogen and methane 111air at 310 K
1s revealed The result shown in Fig 31 proves that
the sensltlvlty of the tunable gas sensor for each of
these gases 1s very high, allowmg their detection m the
environment at concentrations much lower than the
explosion limits This IS a very promising application
of tunable gas sensors
8 3 Gas-chromatography detector
A tunable gas sensor might also be used as a universal
gas-chromatography detector The detection of various
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peak was much narrower This proves the very hrgh
sensittvtty of a tunable gas sensor when used as a gaschromatography detector

9. ‘Nanobalance’ experiment in outer space

Fig 32 Response of a tunable gas sensor tovarlous
of hydrogen and methane m an at 310 K

concentrations
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Fig 33 Response of a tunable gas 5en50r when used as a gaschromatography
detector at 310 K

gases 1s based on the extstmg dtierence m ultrasound
velocities
In order to check the performance of a tunable gas
sensor as a detector for gas-chromatography, the gap
between the quartz-resonator surface and the reflecttng
wall was tuned to the near-resonance ccmdttron for
hydrogen, whtch was the eluent gas of a gas-chromatograph A gas sample contammg 10 8 ppm oxygen
m a nitrogen matnx was used (can mtx No 48 from
Scott Analyzed Gases) As shown m Fig 33, the separated oxygen peak is senstttvely detected by a tunable
gas sensor The nitrogen peak 1s very large and dtscontmuous Thus IS because of the very large concentration of mtrogen, whrch caused the whole resonance
deep to be swept, tncludmg the sttuatron of complete
damping of the quartz-resonator vrbratrons
When usmg a conventional thermal-conducttvtty detector the oxygen was not detected and the mtrogen

One of the chief vutues of quartz resonators 1s that
they can work m both vacuum condrttons and controlled
atmospheres
The very high senatrvrty of the shear vrbratmg quartz
resonators to the mass of a deposited film was proved
to be profitable for studtes on the stab@ of thm layers
of &cone dtoxrde m outer space It was thought that
cosnuc radratron and hrgh-energy particle bombardment
could sputter such a layer, whtch could be useful for
the protection of the opttcal equtpment of satellites
and space laboratories
In order to check the behavrour of a srhcone droxtde
protecttve layer m a severe cosmtc envtronment, two
AT-cut quartz-crystal resonators with a nommal frequency of 6 2 MHz were coated by vacuum deposrtron
with 6000 8, layers of srhcone dtoxtde on one side One
of these resonators could be exposed to the cosmrc
environment by actuating an electromagnetrc shutter,
whtle the other, situated m the close nerghbourhood,
could not The dtierence between the two frequencies
was converted into an analog srgnal and, through the
telemetry system, recorded on the Earth
This expernnent called ‘Nanobalance’ was performed
during the Sovtet-Romanlan lomt space flight on the
space laboratory ‘Sahutd (14-21 May, 1981)
The measuring devtce was located m an experrmental
enclosure near the wall of the space laboratory It was
exposed to the cosnuc environment by openmg the
external lid of the expertmental enclosure
The expenmental results are shown m Rg 34 The
steady signal, recorded for a day and a half, revealed
a good stabthty of the sthcone dloxrde layer m the
cosmic envuonment
Before the end of the day of 18
May, an Increase m the mass of the sthcone dioxide
layer was recorded This contmued up to the hnut of
the telemetry range The solar exploston on 16 May
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Fig 34 Record of the ‘Nanobalance’
the co5mx environment

signal when exposed
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(8 07-8 34 GMT) was responsible for this effect The
start of this depontlon was delayed by 59 5 h from the
solar explosion, resulting m a speed of 697 7 km/h for
the solar wind This wind drove cosmic dust towards
the Earth and a thm layer of cosmic dust was deposlted
onto the surface of the quartz resonator when the
shutter was opened
After fhght, measurements revealed that 8 62x 10m6
g of cosmic dust was deposited Auger electron spectroscopic analysis of this deposition revealed s&one
and oxygen atoms from the slhcone dloxlde layer, carbon,
nitrogen, sulphur and hydrogen, probably from an organic contamination, and alummmm, tltanmm and n-on
atoms from the cosmic dust
This experunent proved the excellent behavlour of
a quartz-resonator mass sensor m the cosmic envtronment It also proved the good stability of silicone dloxlde
protective layers m the severe cosmic environment and
the effect of solar explosions regarding the deposition
of cosmic dust layers onto the surfaces of satellites and
space laboratones

10. Conclusions
The theoretical and expenmental contnbutlons
revealed m this paper lead to the followmg conclusions
(1) Whenever a coatmg (solid film, liquid layer or
gas at resonance) ISm contact with the antmodal surface
of a quartz resonator, the vlbratlonal characteristics of
the compound resonator thus formed, namely the nominal frequency and vibration amplitude, are correlated
to the physical characterlstlcs of the coating
(2) The energy transfer model describes the mteraction of whatever coatmg, either sohd or liquid, with
the vlbratmg quartz substrate It also explains the
correlation between the mass-sensrtiv@ dlstributlon and
vlbratlon-amplitude
dlstnbutlon on the surface of the
quartz resonators
(3) The mlcrowelghmg capablhty is not restricted to
shear vlbratrng quartz resonators (AT or BT cuts), but
extends to any quartz-crystal cut and vlbratlonal mode,
provldmg that the coating covers the antmodal surfaces
of these resonators
(4) The mlcrowelghmg capablhty IS not restricted to
quartz resonators, but extends to any piezoelectric
resonator, when coated on its antmodal surfaces
(5) Dampmg of a coated quartz-resonator vlbratlons,
at certain temperatures and frequencies during a temperature sweep, 1s correlated to the deposited film
morphology and might develop as thin-film vlbratlon
spectroscopy
(6) Dampmg of the vlbratlons of a quartz resonator,
vibrating m a compresslonal mode, when it 1s in contact

with a gas at resonance, leads to a new sensing principle
and the development of tunable gas sensors
(7) Vlbratmg quartz IS not a simple weighing device,
but rather a complex sensor that reveals many characterlstlcs of a coating when both the nominal frequency
and vlbratlonal-amplitude
changes are monitored It 1s
not a single instrument, but rather an orchestra, playing
the wonderful symphony of the surface and mterfaclal
phenomena
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